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Business impact
specialists

analyze and assess
supply chains

to quantify risks and test
mitigation strategies

Our Business Impact engineering services analyze and assess clients’ global supply chain risks
using leading-edge loss estimate tools to identify high risk suppliers. Following an initial assessment,
our specialists can then focus on quantifying the risk and testing mitigation strategies through our
advanced comprehensive modeling analytics, visualization and risk assessment capabilities.
Wide-ranging capabilities that reduce a client’s total cost of risk
Basic assessment
Our Contingent Business Interruption (CBI) assessment for
clients uses our internal business interruption loss estimate tools
to provide a relative risk ranking view of the client’s supply
chain risk. This approach helps identify high risk initial tier
suppliers against potential natural catastrophe, fire and
other peril events. It is based upon a set of selected scenarios
which can be analyzed on key sites within the client’s supply
chain network and gives clients an indication of their supply
chain risk level and informs clients’ decision making around
contingent business interruption insurance.

Quantifying supply chain disruption
Our advanced modeling assessment identifies high risk
suppliers, and low risk localities for compatible alternatives.
It quantifies the risk impact of adding new suppliers, optimal
inventories for critical components and the overall supply
chain disruption risk for fire, storm, flood and earthquake.
“What if” scenario analyses can test different risk mitigation
strategies. These more complex assessments quantify the
risk from the supported perils, support aligned contingent
business interruption coverage and more focused loss
prevention strategies.

For manufacturers
Manufacturing companies depending on multi-tiered
supplier networks or single-sourced suppliers and
intermediate manufacturers reliant on key customers can
benefit from our supply chain business interruption assessments.
All manufacturers can take advantage of these services,
especially in those sectors characterized by complex interdependencies such as automotive, technology, medical
devices, pharmaceutical, consumer goods, industrial and
transportation equipment.

For service providers
Non-manufacturing companies that deliver services with
integral third party suppliers or customers can benefit
from our supply chain analytical and assessment services.
Ideal candidates in the service sector include wholesale
and retail operations, transportation services and systems
and logistics services companies.

For more information email: CRS@aig.com
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American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. Founded in 1919, today AIG member companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement products,
and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for
retirement security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate |
YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig |
Twitter: @AIGinsurance |
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig.
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